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Abstract 
Recently, BEMS(Building Energy Management System) are emerging in the field of energy 

savings. Energy management approaches for Unmanned Building often become unreliable in 
complex building controls due to False detection, lighting changes, and other factors. We 
present a new framework to robustly and efficiently to detect people staying and going out 
based on background subtraction and foreground analysis with complement of tracking to 
reduce false positives. 

In our proposed system, the foreground is modeled by Adaptive Gaussian mixtures. In 
order to handle complex situations, several improvements are implemented for quick lighting 
change adaptation, shadow removal, fragment reduction, and keeping a stable update rate 
for video streams with different frame rates. Furthermore, the types of the people staying and 
going out are determined by using a method that exploits context information about the 
foreground masks, which significantly outperforms previous edge-based techniques. Lights 
dimming controls is also integrated to control multiple lights via a single system. The test and 
evaluation demonstrate our method is efficient to run in real-time while being robust to quick 
lighting changes and occlusions in real office environments. 
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1. Introduction 

Interest in energy saving has increased in recent years due to environmental concerns about 
global warming and air pollution. There are growing needs of developing a information 
technology for energy efficiently management and energy saving. 

Therefore, the overseas including the developed countries are researched the IT technology 
that reduces the energy consumption in the building sector for efficient operation [1]. The 
BEMS is analyzed energy consumption by optimally control such as air conditioning system, 
lighting fixture and fire prevention equipment in the building[2]. Also it is technology to 
maximize energy savings by effectively controlled. Recently It has been developed a variety 
of techniques through LED control by the development of LED lighting technology [3, 4]. 

This paper is organized as follows. We analyze the previous works for LED lights control 
in Chapter 2. And then we investigate the various techniques about object tracking in Chapter 
3. Then we design the architecture of the LED lights control system in Chapter 4. Then, we 
evaluate experiments of abnormal behavior detection system in Chapter 5. Finally, we make 
the conclusion of this paper. 
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2. Previous Works 

Recently, there have been several studies about the building energy management and 
detection people staying. Jaspal, Alice and Adrian proposed the application of wireless sensor 
networks to commercial lighting control to provide a practical application that can benefit 
directly from artificial intelligence techniques. This application requires decision making in 
the face of uncertainty, with needs for system self-configuration and learning. Such a system 
is particularly well-suited to the evaluation of multi-agent techniques involving distributed 
learning [5]. 

Andrew and Stephen reported on an experimental case study of personalized lighting 
controls built on top of an infrastructure designed to enable rapid development of applications 
in commercial buildings. Their personalized lighting controls (PLC) used an existing standard 
commercial building lighting automation system and require no new hardware to deploy. PLC 
presents occupants with a “shared virtual light switch” accessible online and easily viewable 
on smart phones by scanning a QR code [6]. 

Wen, James and Alice M suggested to leverage the emerging wireless sensor network 
technologies, and demonstrates a concrete idea of facilitating individual light control while 
minimizing the retrofitting effort through an implementation of a shared-space office with 19 
luminaries. During this work a stand-alone system was developed for enabling individual 
lighting control; however, the ultimate intention is an automatic lighting system where the 
luminaries can be individually controlled for increased occupant satisfaction, concurrently 
utilizing energy efficient control strategies such as daylight harvesting, load-shedding, etc., 
[7]. 

Figure 1. Design of the Lighting Controls and Underlying Infrastructure (From Andrew 
and Stephen [6]) 

YingLi Tian, Haowei Liu, Arun Humpapur and Ming-Ting Sun defined an abandoned 
object to be a stationary object that has not been in the scene before, and a removed object to 
be a stationary object that has been in the scene before but is not there anymore. To detect 
abandoned and removed objects, we focus on how to detect static regions that have recently 
changed in the scene and how to determine whether they correspond to abandoned or 
removed objects [8]. 
 
3. Object Tracking 
 
3.1. Background Subtraction 

In this paper, we extract and analyze the information of video, background, background 
extraction technique to detect dynamic objects were analyzed using IP camera. 
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1) Heikkila and Olli 
 

Segmenting foreground objects from the background is an important task in image 
processing. Heikkila and Olli technology to background extraction technology is the most 
basic of modeling. 
 
A pixel is marked as foreground if 

τ>− tt BI                                                                     (1) 

where τ is a "predefined" threshold. The thresholding is followed by closing with a 3 x 3 
kernel and the discarding of small regions. The estimated background is just the previous 
frame. It evidently works only in particular conditions of objects’ speed and frame rate. It is 
very sensitive to the threshold 

ttt BIB )1(1 ∂−+=+ α                                                          (2) 

where α is kept small to prevent article “tails” forming behind moving objects. 
Two background corrections are applied. First, if a pixel is marked as foreground for more 

than m of the last M frames, then the background is updated as Bt+1 = It. This correction is 
designed to compensate for sudden illumination changes and the appearance of static new 
objects. Second, if a pixel changes state from foreground to background frequently, it is 
masked out from inclusion in the foreground. This is designed to compensate forecasting 
illumination, such as swinging branches. 
 

2) Adaptive Mixture of Gaussians 
 

Adaptive Mixture of Gaussians technology evolved from Heikkilka and Olli technology. 
Also it is modeling a Gaussian model that is representative probability model. The 
background assumes the probability density. And then, multiple Gaussian model as the 
number of pixels of the image is generated. 

The recent history of each pixel is modeled by a mixture of K Gaussians 
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where K is the number of distributions, it is an estimate of the weight (what portion of the 
data is accounted for by this Gaussian) of the ith Gaussian in the mixture at time t, ti,µ  is the 

mean value of the ith Gaussian in the mixture at time t, ti,µ  is the covariance matrix of the ith 
Gaussian in the mixture at time t, and where η  is a Gaussian probability density function 
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K is determined by the available memory and computational power. Currently, from 3 to 5 
are used. Therefore it is assumed that: 

 Ititi
2
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If the pixel values of the current does not correspond to the K distribution, distribution that 
has the minimum probability of being replaced by the current value. Replace the pixel value 
is an average. It has a high value of dispersion is initialized. And then, it will have a lower 
weight. 

This way can be quickly reintegrated the background of the previous model, because of 
existing background model exists. 

Object tracking is affected a lot of ambient lighting environment using Adaptive Mixture 
of Gaussians. Therefore, it occurs the noise by the light and decides shadows into foreground 
rather than the background. And then, it is a problem that the impossibility of tracking 
lighting around it suddenly changed. 
 

3) W4 
 

W4 is proposed method by Haritaoglu etc,. It is generated for each pixel in the background 
model using consecutive images. And then, there are separated moving objects using 
difference in the color and brightness values of generated background model and Input image 
[5]. 
 

A pixel is marked as foreground if 

DIM t >−  or DIN t >−                                                    (6) 

Where the (per pixel) parameters M, N, and D represent the minimum, maximum, and 
largest inter frame absolute difference observable in the background scene. These parameters 
are initially estimated from the first few seconds of video and are periodically updated for 
those parts of the scene not containing foreground objects. 

However, if there is a shadow around moving object, it is separated to decide foreground 
area. If shadow area is contained incorrect in separated foreground area, it is difficult the 
exact object tracking or shape recognition. Therefore, to solve this problem, this method is 
required separated foreground that shadows can be effectively removed. 
 
3.2. CCA (Connected Component Analysis) 

Connected component analysis is an algorithmic application of graph theory, where subsets 
of connected components are uniquely labeled based on a given heuristic. Connected-
component labeling is not to be confused with segmentation. 

Connected component analysis is used in computer vision to detect connected regions in 
binary digital images, although color images and data with higher dimensionality can also be 
processed. Object labeling is attached to all the pixels that are connected to adjacent. And 
then, it is processed to attach another number to connected components [13]. Through this, it 
made to find object to the pixels that are connected to each other. Following the labeling stage, 
the graph may be partitioned into subsets, after which the original information can be 
recovered and processed. 
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Figure 2. Image CCA Algorithm 

The algorithm continues this way, and creates new region labels whenever necessary. The 
key to a fast algorithm, however, is how this merging is done. This algorithm uses the union-
find data structure which provides excellent performance for keeping track of equivalence 
relationships. 

Once the initial labeling and equivalence recording is completed, the second pass merely 
replaces each pixel label with its equivalent disjoint-set representative element [14]. It is 
grouped the images to the connected component analysis into a flow chart is shown in Figure 
2. 
 
3.3. Object Tracking 

In this paper, we extracted the background of the image and we were image processing 
through CCA for object tracking. It be had to group the corner tracks into small clusters, with 
each represented by a circle. 

Each cluster expected position and size in the new frame are determined from its current as 
a member corner features. Then, its membership in the current frame for each corner feature 
is re-determined by comparing that is position, history of motion, past trajectory, previous 
cluster membership and background subtraction-blob membership history to their as the 
parent cluster. The size and the of the position cluster are re-determined by applying the 
updated membership. And then, after a small number of iterations, the final position and the 
size of the cluster is determined. 

We apply α-blending to determine the position and the size of a cluster for accurately. The 
current size and the position of a cluster is estimated by finding a robust mean for position 
and a standard deviation for size of the positions of a good majority 90% of the corner tracks. 
It is close to the initially estimated position. 

The actual size of the cluster is determined by applying α-blending. 

ctt rrr αα +−= −1)1(                                                 (7) 

where rt is the radius of the current cluster, rt−1 is for the previous frame, rc is the radius 
estimate from the current frame, and α is a parameter that gradually drops down as time goes 
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by. For example, we use α = λ/(n+λ) where n is the length of the trajectory and λ is a constant 
drop ratio (α = 1 when n = 0)[8]. 

These clusters will be possible to track the object. Therefore LED lights control linkage 
with object tracking, the following will be examined in Chapter 4. 

Figure 3. LED Lights Control System Architecture 

4. Dimming Control of LED Lights  
The system is comprised of LED Lights equipped with RS485-enabled actuation modules 

interfaced with dimmable a control server in charge of image processing and controlling the 
LED lights. The system architecture is shown in Figure 3.  

The information flow is bi-directional between the Image processing engine and the 
control application and between the LED Lights Control and the LED Lights. The route from 
camera through the control server to the LED Lights is for actuation activities, while that 
from the LED Lights via the control server to camera is for status feedback.  

The system may set/resume their preferred LED dimming level or interact with the control 
system real time through a control application, which can be accessed via application such as 
desktop PC and laptops. The multi-functional control server is composed of a control 
application, database, LED lights control application, and WFI access point. It also 
communicates with the database for authentication of the users in order to prevent the system 
from being tampered with by unauthorized users.  

The lights controller module connected to the LED Lights is integrated with a RS485. The 
lights controller the received packets and translates the actuation commands into0-10VDC 
voltage signals to dim the LED or toggle the relay on the controller module to turn the lights 
on or off. 
 

Figure 4. Diagram of LED Light Controller 
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5. Experiments Evaluation 
Through the experiments, we try to show the completeness of the proposed energy 

management method and the efficiency of the concept of detection people staying. The 
experiment with IP camera was performed in a real indoor environment. The size of the 
environment was 2m×8m. Figure 4 shows the result of the experiment in the real 
environment. It detects signal of people staying to input in real-time detection image from IP 
camera for usual indoor.  

Figure 5. LED Lights with Lights Controller and IP Camera 

Figure 6. (a) Input Video with Result of Detection PeopleStaying (b) Foreground 
Subtraction (c) Background Model (d) Detected Region of People 

LED Light (Figure 5 left) was equipped with a light controller. And Figure 5 right shows 
IP camera to monitor real indoor environment. While the people moves to the goal position, 
the proposed system detects people staying such as shown in Figure 6(d). Figure 6 (a), (b) 
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shows the background model and Foreground model of Adaptive Gaussian model. Finally 
Figure 6 (c) shows the region of detected people. 
 
6. Conclusion 

In this paper, we introduced a building energy management and detection people staying. 
Our model incorporates both high-level people behavior about the scene, such as staying and 
going out, and low-level image evidence. Our results in real indoor environments demonstrate 
the potential of the proposed model. 

We are able to control the dimming level of LED lights using the detecting people staying 
based on video processing. Our experiments show that the proposed approach is more general 
and more applicable in real indoor environment. In the future, we are interested in 
incorporating our method in more general building environments. 
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